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SPECIAL REPORT: BREXIT UPDATE 

 

Highlights 

Fears of ‘Hard Brexit’ from political posturing hit Sterling.  

 

PM May’s Article 50 to be triggered by March creates more 

uncertainty as focus shifts to implications to the form of break.  

Markets have taken the ‘Hard’ line. 

An economic slowdown, with faster inflation and hit to real wage growth are 

some of the risks.  There is no guarantee Sterling’s depreciation will be growth 

beneficial via stronger exports.  

In this IGM Special Report we consider the risks surrounding Brexit of the Hard 

and Soft variety incorporating technical analysis outlooks for Sterling, FTSE, 10-

year yield and 2-year rate. 

We also make extensive use of data from EPFR, Informa’s premier fund flow 

provider, and iMoneyNet.  
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RECAP: WHAT THE BANK OF ENGLAND HAS DONE SINCE THE BREXIT VOTE 

 

£250bn of additional funding available via normal facilities and further FX liquidity. 

Cut commercial banks countercyclical capital buffer rate from 0.5% to 0% of UK exposures, ostensibly raising lending 

capacity by £150bn. 

Cut Bank Rate 25bp to 0.25%, increased asset purchases (QE) by £60bn of Gilts and £10bn corporate debt. 

Introduced new term funding scheme, capacity £100bn, for commercial banks to borrow at close to Bank Rate conditioned 

on maintaining or expanding net lending to the real economy. 

Strong hint more easing to come. 

Lowers UK economic growth forecasts. 

 

 

 

DO THE BOE’S FINANCIAL POLICY COMMITTEE RISKS STILL STAND?  

From the July Financial Stability Report 

Financing UK’s large current account deficit, which relied on continuing material inflows of portfolio and FDI. 

Commercial real estate. 

High level of UK household indebtedness. 

Subdued global economic growth, including that of the Eurozone. 

Fragilities in financial market functioning. 

Source: BoE July Financial Stability Report http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/fsr/2016/fsrjul16sum.pdf 

 

THE TWO BROAD BREXIT OPTIONS MARKETED 

‘HARD’ BREXIT 

Give up membership of single market for goods/services. 

Gain full control over Budget, laws, immigration. 

Need new trade treaties or industry-by-industry deals. 

If no new trade pact subject to WTO standards & some tariffs. 

Financial services lose ‘passporting rights’ that currently provide 

easy access to EU allowing London-based firms to sell into 

Europe. 

 

‘SOFT’ BREXIT 

Some form of single market access that is tariff-free 

Norwegian Model: Contribute to EU Budget, a degree of free 

labour movement and adhere to some EU laws  

Swiss Model: Contribute to EU Budget, free labour 

movement, access to single market via bilateral agreements 

but does not cover all industries (some 80% of UK economy 

wouldn’t be included), some EU laws applied. 

Turkish Model: Customs union, no tariffs/quotas on industrial 

goods, but apply EU’s external tariffs on imports from outside 

EU.  Customs union doesn’t apply to services. 

 

 WTO RULES: UK and EU obliged to apply to each other those tariffs and trade restrictions they apply to the rest of the world.  

There would be no requirement to apply free movement of labour or EU rules but some traded goods would have to meet EU 

standards.  No financial contribution. 

EU Trade Deal Torture: Any pact has to be approved by (currently) 38 national and provincial parliamentary chambers.  If 

passes this ordeal then requires ratification from each EU member state. 
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Uncertainty still rules, as it has since the Brexit vote.  The Parliamentary wrangle over who has, what and how much a say in 

the negotiating stance doesn’t aid.  Intertwined is the High Court challenge over whether the government has the right to trigger 

Article 50 without MPs being allowed a vote – no help either.  Almost regardless, however, there seem to be only two scenarios 

on the table – a clean ‘Hard’ Brexit or the softer variety with some combination of the ready-made divorce templates from Norway, 

Switzerland, Canada or possibly even Turkey.   

The new PM’s announcement that Article 50 will be triggered by March 2017 has been the 

cue for all sorts of political posturing on both sides of the English Channel which has leanings 

towards ‘Hard Brexit’ as neither of the protagonists seem able to talk about conceding ground.  

Sterling has taken the brunt of this talk after the general August/September consolidation and 

the feel-good factor of Theresa May taking over as PM amid hopes of a ‘Soft Brexit’.  

Relatively firm UK data during the period has been ignored, as the alarm bells sound over a 

‘Hard Brexit’ amid a harsh warning from Hollande who could well have been the catalyst for 

the Gbp flash crash.  

 

After Cable’s sustained sub-1.30 break, IGM revised 

lower IGM’s previously winning (FX Week) 3-, 6- and 

12-month forecasts to 1.25, 1.23, 1.26.  These are 

pretty conservative, but at this juncture we are 

optimistic that May’s admin will steady the ship and 

not antagonise the EU or markets any more than is 

necessary.  We also expect the EU to eventually turn 

more magnanimous, as all things Brexit and the Gbp 

fall is bad for their exports (reports of a 20% fall to be 

expected), companies' revenues and the deflationary 

spiral too.  A clear sub-1.20 move, weakening UK data 

and EU/UK discussions impasse and we would be 

forced to change our view, however.  The 1.0520 

record low would come into focus - see HERE for 

technical analysis and HERE for EUR/GBP where the 

historical high would be threatened.  Volatility metrics 

suggest downside Sterling pressure is building again.  Meanwhile, one of the UK’s 

biggest foreign investors, Norway’s SWF has remarked that Gbp flash crash was a 

correct move that reflects economic expectations.  Note, the latest IMF data shows 

that global CBs actually increased Gbp holdings by 2.4% during Q2 to an all-time high 

of Usd 352.1bn.  The Q3 report will make for very interesting reading indeed and so 

will any further threats/warnings from other big funds as these would be Gbp 

(negative) impacters.  In the interim, a clear Sterling downside risk is the S&P ratings 

review.  If the scissors come out the UK will be faced with an unprecedented 3rd notch 

downgrade in as many months. 

 

 Near-term Cable Caution 

Barclays Maintains 1.20 for end-2016, 1.10 for end-2017. 

Deutsche Bank Only ‘cheap’ at 1.15. 

HSBC End-2016 1.20, end-2017 1.10 (& Euro parity). 

JPM 1.21 by 2016-end from previous 1.32 forecast. 

Morgan Stanley End of 2016 forecast 1.20 versus initial 1.24 ‘a conservative estimate’. 

 

All this would make it nigh-on impossible for the BoE to cut rates again, and/or increase its APF (though de facto quantitative 

tightening if they don’t via expiry of current £70 bn plan including corporate debt purchases) as several policy-makers were 

uncomfortable with the ultra-loose policy mix in the first place.  The GBP OIS Curve currently indicates 20bp for November versus 

current 0.25% Bank Rate, i.e. an easing bias, but to a certain extent at odds with polls of institutional economists which favour a 

“PM’s announcement Article 

50 will be triggered by March 

has been a cue for political 

posturing with ‘Hard Brexit’ 

leanings.” 

“One of the UK’s biggest foreign 
investors the Norway SWF has 
remarked the Gbp flash crash was 
a correct move that reflects 
economic expectations.  More big 
fund talk like this and an S&P 
downgrade are Sterling negative.” 
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15bp cut to 0.1% at the November BoE.  In our opinion, there is a 10% chance at best of further easing.  Funding markets (Libor-

OIS, FRA-OIS spreads) do not indicate much in the way of stress and thus no requirement for more BoE action.   

Even if doves get their way, it will be akin to the Bank not cutting rates.  Of late too, BoE officials 

have admitted to letting inflation rise above target on the currency impulse hence won't intervene 

(i.e. tighten policy) to slow its decline. 

In the event of a hard Brexit, some think the BoE will step up to the plate again.  However, despite 

bravado verbiage about letting inflation overshoot due to FX/one-offs, it will be irresponsible to 

perpetuate (by easing) in the face of a further currency collapse.  Hence, we don't prescribe to the 

more easing argument.   

Indeed, the 10-year Gilt could reach 1.50-1.70% without too much fuss (see HERE for technical analysis).  2%-plus was common 

place in 2015 with a spike to 2.2% (albeit only for a short while) when Scotland almost broke free from the Union, though the BoE 

continues to backstop extreme angst (note more talk of 2nd Scottish referendum and what does Brexit mean for Northern Ireland?).  

On the flip-side, a now surprise soft Brexit option may see a knee-jerk down to 0.75%. 

The clear winner of Sterling’s demise is the equity market.  The FTSE100 is littered with companies who have a large proportion 

of overseas earnings, but even the FTSE250, a better domestic guide, is just off its new peak.   Another dump in the Pound lifts 

overseas Dollar earnings and may see another stab at the upside (see HERE for FTSE 100 cash technical analysis).  However, 

if investors are fearful of a penned in BoE and the Government losing control of its finances, the upside could be being capped, 

so perhaps recent moves suggest more corrective activity is the play.  Stay out or short?   

 

“In our opinion, there is 

a 10% chance at best 

of further easing.  

Funding markets do 

not indicate much in 

the way of stress.” 
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The idea that weaker Sterling automatically translates into surging (mainly 

manufacturing) exports, and therefore boosts economic growth, is not universally 

shared.  Firstly, raw material/component imports will cost more thus the net impact on 

trade is not straightforward.  FX forwards taken out pre-Brexit are beginning to expire 

and leave companies with the choice of either raising prices, taking a profit hit or more 

likely a combination.  An inflation demon can already be seen in producer price 

indices.  In highly competitive industries, firms are more likely to take it out of the bottom 

line, while the less competitive pass onto final prices - which maybe to another 

company or the consumer.  Secondly, the so-called ‘shock absorption’ a weaker 

currency is supposed to impart isn’t clear cut.  Exporters may see their profits increase, but if the uncertain environment means 

they lack the confidence to do anything with those profits, corporate cash piles may grow larger at the expense of investment.  

This may be good for the equity markets in the short-term as it raises the prospect of larger dividend payments and/or share 

buybacks, but the impact on longer-term economic growth is another matter. 

 

CORPORATE CASH PILES AND MONEY MARKET FUNDS 

 

Corporate cash piles have been growing at a rapid rate 

for nigh on a decade.  This is a global not just UK 

phenomenon.  There is a suggestion that as companies 

use money market accounts to invest spare cash 

overnight (via a ‘sweep’ of a firm’s main operating 

account), the rise in assets of Sterling denominated 

money market funds is evidence of declining investment 

intentions.  It may also be wait-and-see as to how Brexit 

negotiations play out.  That uncertainty dynamic again. 

 

 

 

 

Sterling depreciation may have been necessary in any case to cull the yawning 

current account deficit.  Most financing comes in the form of foreign direct 

investment (FDI).  Typically, this sort of investment doesn’t disappear overnight as it 

isn’t as flaky as deposits or short-term debt.  Debts are also issued in Sterling thus 

won’t soar in value with a falling Pound.  Ergo, no balance of payments crisis in the 

(immediate) offing.  However, foreigner investors’ confidence in the UK has been 

shaken by not just uncertainty over access to the single market, but also the 

government’s attitude towards immigration which in turn impacts perceptions of 

openness and business’ friendliness.  A significant loss of confidence in Britain runs 

the risk of lower FDI.  This will keep Sterling under pressure.  And given that the 

current account deficit is equated with the country’s borrowing from abroad, there’s a 

chance a narrower current account will mean less available to spend domestically, 

which isn’t positive for economic growth.   

 

“The idea that weaker Sterling 

automatically translates into 

surging (mainly manufacturing) 

exports, and therefore a boost to 

economic growth, is not universally 

shared.” 

“foreign investors’ confidence in the 

UK has been shaken by not just 

uncertainty over access to the 

single market, but also the 

government’s attitude towards 

immigration which in turn impacts 

perceptions of openness and 

business friendliness.”  
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A significant element of the BoE’s post-Brexit 

vote policy is the provision of stimulus via the 

Corporate Bond Purchase Scheme (CBPS) 

with one aim that lower corporate funding 

costs will raise investment.  However, the 

initial euphoria in the Sterling credit market 

has deteriorated rather quickly.  Heightened 

‘Hard Brexit’ concerns since the PM’s Article 

50 interjection coincided with a sharp upside 

move for underlying yields, which coupled with 

an already established widening bias in 

sterling credit has pushed corporate funding 

costs to their highest levels since late July.  

Also attributed to this underwhelming 

performance of spreads is the fact that bonds 

the BoE are purchasing are senior, investment 

grade non-financial securities with bullet 

structures, which typically offer very little to 

entice investors from a relative value perspective as they trade at tight spreads and low yields, often with quite lengthy durations.  

This, in a market which has significantly less depth and a notably smaller number of active investors compared to its Euro 

counterpart, where the impact of the ECB’s Corporate Bond Purchase Programme (CBPP) has been considerably more effective 

in comparison.  

Meanwhile, this increase in funding costs also has a detrimental impact on the Sterling primary market where issuance of non-

SSA bonds in the first couple of weeks of October petered out sharply compared to the preceding two months, with just £674mn 

of CBPS eligible bonds having priced to 13th October.  It is also notable that those issuers that have braved less favourable 

conditions have done so in smaller in size than those which hit the screens post BoE.  

That followed a mini-revival of the Sterling primary market in the run up to and immediately following the start of the CBPS on 27th 

September, a scenario which was also reminiscent of the temporary influx of issuance when the BoE originally outlined its plans 

for CBPS in August. 

 

 

The Bank has at least signalled its intent to ensure that this CBPS is successful by amassing £1.042bn of eligible paper in the 

first two weeks of the programme which commenced. The CB sourced another £535bn of bonds in the week to 12th October, 

having purchased £505mn in the first week.  This comfortably exceeded consensus expectations and is already equivalent to 

over 10% of the total GBP10bn 18-month programme and way ahead of the £555mn average monthly target. 
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However, even if similar amounts of bonds can continue to be sourced in the secondary market, this is likely to play second fiddle 

to ongoing Brexit related headlines and the resulting influence on Sterling/UK rates in terms of shaping credit market sentiment.  

That said, with so much uncertainty ahead, any attempt to front-run an anticipated change of fortunes for Sterling credit near-term 

might be considered a bit brave in the current environment despite the eye-catching valuations available.  

The inflation demon impact on rates markets is wider than just credit though.  Many forecasters reckon CPI will accelerate above 

the BoE’s 2% target sometime next year, possibly to 3%, although as previously mentioned, the Bank has essentially said this is 

a ‘transitory’ phenomenon so will ignore.  Part of the reason for curve spread widening is the increasing inflation premium which 

is also responsible for rises in individual rate tenors.  Thus, swap rates, used as a proxy for mortgage provider funding costs, 

have risen to keep real rates reasonably steady (inflation swap rates have jumped 

and rates volatility has also surged).  If nominal rates continue to rise (see HERE 

for 2-year rate technical analysis) and mortgage providers decide to pass on this 

increase, then housing finance will tighten regardless of Central Bank inaction 

(which the BoE may want anyway).  How much tightening the Bank will allow is 

another matter.  One way of considering mortgage financing conditions is through 

a secured lending spread which is the difference between the ‘risk-free’ OIS rate 

and equivalent swap rate.  So, the 2-year secured lending spread is just the 

difference between the 2-year OIS rate and the 2-year swap rate.  Although recent 

widening has occurred, it is still narrower than the pre-Brexit vote peak.   

The inflationary impact of Sterling has barely registered on CPI.  A traditional 

concern is that faster inflation means higher wages.  However, although employees 

may claim better pay, the current line-of-thought is that given the expected ‘transitory’ 

nature of inflation, they are unlikely to be successful.  Thus, real wages will take a hit 

which poses a threat to real spending and therefore real economic growth.   

 

 

Will the government step-up to the plate?  The Autumn Statement (23rd 

November) is expected to pare back on aggressive austerity to allow limited 

expansion, but similar to the BoE, the government has little wriggle-room.  The 

Chancellor will also need to cast a wary eye over Gilt yields, although some of 

the recent rise here can also be attributed to expectations of extra government 

spending.  At least he is viewed as one of the more business friendly members 

of the Cabinet. 

Loose talk of a halfway house Brexit falling between clear-cut hard and soft 

scenarios, appears a non-starter.  Hence, we doubt many are positioning for this.  The EU is currently against this scenario even 

if desperate times call for desperate measures.  If it were to transpire though, there would be a huge boost for wider risk and the 

FTSE, even if the currency partially recovers.  Thus, Gilt yields could stay relatively anchored near 1%.   

All told, before the March Article 50 deadline, we suspect the BoE will sit on the fence.  

Having ruled out NIRP, STIR spreads can widen further.  And adverse reaction to just 

about anything Brexit related is likely to see curves steepen and spreads widen - the 

more so the harder and messier the likely exit.  In the longer-term, just about everything 

depends on the type of ‘deal’/trade relationship negotiated.  Until this is sorted, 

uncertainty will remain in situ. 

 

GIVEN THE AFOREMENTIONED … EVENTS TO WATCH… 

 

In the wake of the UK’s ‘Brexit’ vote in late June there was general agreement that the next shoes to drop on the European 

project would be crafted from fine Italian leather.  

The first shoe is Italy’s banking system, hobbled by non-performing loans approaching a fifth of its total loan book, which can only 

be rescued – under current European Union laws – after bondholders and richer depositors have been bailed in.  In Italy’s case, 

that means local people and businesses rather the foreign institutional investors, so domestic politicians have every incentive to 

avoid addressing the problem. It was not hard, back in July, for investors to visualize this can be kicked down the road unti l it 

triggered a broader crisis of confidence in Europe’s banks as a whole. 

 

“Many forecasters reckon CPI will 

accelerate above the BoE’s 2% 

target sometime next year, possibly to 

3%, although as previously 

mentioned, the Bank has essentially 

said this is a ‘transitory’ 

phenomenon so will ignore.” 

“The Autumn Statement (23rd 

November) is expected to pare back on 

aggressive austerity to limited expansion, 

but similar to the BoE, the government 

has little wriggle-room.”   

“real wages will take a hit which 

poses a threat to real spending and 

therefore real economic growth.”  

“adverse reaction to just about 

anything Brexit related is likely to 

see curves steepen and spreads 

widen - the more so the harder 

and messier the likely exit.” 
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Also easy to visualize, both then and now, was Italian voters using a referendum 

on proposed constitutional changes to express their resentment at the sky-high 

youth unemployment, stagnant growth and threats to their savings accounts that 

they have come to associate with Eurozone membership. With reformist Prime 

Minister Mario Renzi on record promising to resign if the measures aimed at 

strengthening the capacity of future Italian governments to actually govern are 

voted down, and the Euroskeptic Five Star Movement gaining ground, 

connecting the dots leading to another crisis of confidence in the EU was not 

hard to do. 

Three months on, however, flows and performance for both Italy Equity Funds 

and Europe Regional Financial Sector Funds have rebounded ahead of the 4th 

December referendum.  What has changed?  The short answers are Renzi’s 

mind and Deutsche Bank’s stock price. 

In the case of Renzi, he has changed his tune when it comes to resigning should the 

referendum vote goes against him.  Although all bets are off if his reform package is 

heavily defeated, it is now much easier for investors to see Renzi in office – even in 

a caretaker role – through the end of his government’s current term in 2018.  A heavy 

defeat also seems less likely.  The 2017 budget unveiled by Renzi’s government 

proposes boosting pensions, delaying tax hikes and easing deficit targets, all 

measures that should draw some of the economic stings driving potential ‘No’ voters. 

 

Fears about the short-term outlook for Italy’s banking system have also eased in recent weeks. Access to European Central Bank 

credit, moves to sell or merge weaker banks, and asset sales to bolster Tier-1 capital have reassured investors, as have the 

government’s efforts to craft a solution for non-performing loans which conforms to current EU rules on state aid. 

Deutsche Bank’s recent troubles have played a role in this more benign outlook.  Germany, the thinking now goes, will be more 

flexible about state support for troubled banks now that it has been confronted with the same problem on its own doorstep. Several 

major investment banks have shifted their stance on European financials. 

 

 

 

“easy to visualize, both then and now, 

was Italian voters using a referendum on 

proposed constitutional changes to 

express their resentment at the sky-high 

youth unemployment, stagnant growth 

and threats to their savings accounts that 

they have come to associate with 

Eurozone membership” 

“it is now much easier for investors to 

see Renzi in office – even in a 

caretaker role – through the end of 

his government’s current term in 

2018” 
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Is the worst over for Italy?  And, if Italy is not the next big threat to the EU, who/what is?  Italy’s problems certainly aren’t going 

away, and it remains central to many Eurozone unravelling scenarios.  However, fund flows suggest that, in the eyes of 

investors, its bigger neighbor to the northwest poses the greater risk.  Since the beginning of Q2 2016 French Equity Funds 

have experienced net redemptions 26 of the subsequent 28 weeks with outflows in early October hitting a 76-week high. 

 

DATE EVENTS CALENDAR 

Current UK PM May at the EU Leaders’ Summit.  

Oct 27 Advance UK Q3 GDP. 

Oct 28 Possible S&P review of UK credit rating. 

Nov 02 FOMC Rate Decision -plus, statement. 

Nov 03 BoE Rate Decision plus MPC minutes and Quarterly Inflation Report. 

Nov 04 US Presidential Election 

Nov 30 BoE Financial Stability Report. 

Nov 23 UK Chancellor’s Autumn Statement. 

Dec 4 
Italy Referendum - vote on political reform, PM Renzi may resign if he loses, opening door for EU-sceptic 

5-star party. 

Dec 14 FOMC Rate Decision -plus, statement, SEP and Yellen press conference. 

Dec 15/16 EU Leaders’ Summit.  UK PM May to visit all leaders prior to the gathering. 

TBC (if ever!) Invoke Article 50. 

2017 Elections in the Netherlands, France and Germany. 
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

GBP/USD – Focus turns to the 1.0520 record low 

 

GBP/USD – Monthly Chart 

 

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.4006 6 April 2016 low 

R4 1.3836 29 February 2016 low 

R3 1.3503 23 January 2009 low 

R2 1.3445 6 September 2016 high, near the 15 July 2016 high at 1.3481 

R1 1.2798 6 July 2016 low 

Support Levels 

S1 1.1841 7 October 2016 low 

S2 1.1341 .764x 2.1161-1.3503 measured from 1.7192 

S3 1.0520 Record low – 26 February 1985 

S4 1.0000 Psychological level 

S5 0.9534 1x 2.1161-1.3503 measured from 1.7192 

 

Key Points 

 Trending strongly lower from the July 2014 high at 1.7192 

 The record low at 1.0520 is now in sight (Potential magnet) 

 Below could extend towards parity 

 14-month RSI readings approaching long-term historical extremes warrants caution 

 

andrew.dowdell@informagm.com 

back to text 
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SPECIAL REPORT: BREXIT UPDATE 

EUR/GBP – The record high at .9803 now in sight 

 

EUR/GBP – Monthly Chart 

 

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.0210 1.618x .7565-.8725 measured from .8334 

R4 1.0000 Psychological level 

R3 .9803 Record high – 30 December 2008 

R2 .9487 18 March 2009 high 

R1 .9415 7 October 2016 high 

Support Levels 

S1 .8770 1 August 2013 high, near the 25 February 2013 high at .8815 

S2 .8725 16 August 2016 high 

S3 .8334 6 September 2016 low 

S4 .8251 14 July 2016 low 

S5 .8117 7 April 2016 high 

 

Key Points 

 Short-term momentum stalled at .9415 on 7 October 

 The longer-term structure has firmed significantly though, with the 2008 record high at .9803 in sight 

 Above there would target parity 

 Threat of price congestion in the near-term, but the .8815/.8725 area should be well supported  

 Below .8725 could extend lower towards prior lows at .8334/.8251 
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SPECIAL REPORT: BREXIT UPDATE 

UK 10 YEAR YIELD – The yield recovery targets 1.396/1.496 

 

Strategy Summary 

Look to buy into near term corrective easing for a recovery extension targeting 

1.396/1.496, perhaps trendline resistance at 1.583. Place a protective stop beneath 

0.955. 

 

UK 10 YEAR YIELD – Daily Chart 

 

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.583 33 month falling trendline 

R4 1.496 31 May 2016 minor lower high 

R3 1.396 23 June 2016 lower high, near 1.618 projection of 0.501/0.955 off 0.641 at 1.377 

R2 1.306 23 June 2016 low (gap high) 

R1 1.226 11 February 2016 former low, near 17 October 2016 high at 1.221 

Support Levels 

S1 0.955 15 September 2016 former high 

S2 0.788 6 October 2016 low 

S3 0.707 Two month rising trendline 

S4 0.641 27 September 2016 higher low 

S5 0.501 15 August 2015 record low 

 

Key Points 

 Confirmed a minor three-month base over the 0.501 record low on the recent clearance of 0.955 

 Strengthening daily-monthly studies should underpin immediate tests of former support at 1.226 

 A clearance targets closure of the gap down from 1.306 then significant lower highs at 1.396/1.496 

 A period of sustained yield strength would target a multi-tested 33-month falling trendline at 1.583 

 Corrective dips should hold former resistance at 0.955. Only below delays for the 0.788/0.707 zone 
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SPECIAL REPORT: BREXIT UPDATE 

FTSE Cash – Near term dip ahead of fresh record highs 

 

Strategy Summary 
Look to buy into near term corrective easing towards 6768 ahead of an uptrend 

resumption targeting 7129 then the 7289/7353 zone. Stop under the 6654 higher low 

 

FTSE CASH – Daily Chart 

 

Resistance Levels 

R5 7425 1.764 Fibonacci projection of 5499/6427 rally from 5788 

R4 7353 Inverted Head & Shoulders target, nr .5 projection of 3460/7122 from 5499 (7330) 

R3 7289 1.618 Fibonacci projection of 5499/6427 rally from 5788 

R2 7194 9¼ year rising trendline 

R1 7129 13 October 2016 record high 

Support Levels 

S1 6768 27 September 2016 minor higher low 

S2 6654 12 September 2016 higher low 

S3 6432 6 July 2016 low, near 21 April 2016 former high at 6427 

S4 6310 30 June 2016 low, near 50% retrace of the 5499/7129 rally at 6315 

S5 6122 61.8% retrace of the 5499/7129 rally 

 

Key Points 

 Completed a ten month inverted Head & Shoulders base over 5499 in late June 

 Subsequent strength posted a marginal new record high at 7129 ahead of corrective easing 

 Daily/weekly bearish divergence suggests risk towards 6768, perhaps 6654 before bulls resume 

 Constructive monthly studies suggest an eventual clearance of 7129 opening the 7289/7353 zone 

 Only below the 6654 higher low would damage bulls and threaten pivotal support at 6427/6432 
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SPECIAL REPORT: BREXIT UPDATE 

UK 2 YEAR SWAP – Scope to 0.673/0.902 while dips hold 0.475 

 

Strategy Summary 

Look to buy into near term corrective dips for ahead of a recovery extension through 

0.673 targeting major clustered resistance at 0.902. Place a protective stop beneath 

0.475 

 

UK 2 YEAR SWAP – Daily Chart 

 

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.019 61.8% retrace of 1.422/0.368 fall 

R4 0.902 27 April 2016 lower high, nr 50% of 1.422/0.368 fall and a 7¼ year falling trendline 

R3 0.849 23 June 2016 lower high 

R2 0.771 38.2% retrace of 1.422/0.368 fall 

R1 0.673 11 February 2016 former low, near 16 June 2016 former low at 0.669 

Support Levels 

S1 0.475 13/14 September 2016 former highs 

S2 0.407 27 September 2016 higher low 

S3 0.368 4 August 2016 record low 

S4 0.317 1.382 projection of 1.422/0.789 from 1.191 

S5 0.168 1.618 projection of 1.422/0.789 from 1.191 

 

Key Points 

 Extended the long term downtrend to August’s 0.368 record low, before correcting higher 

 Constructive daily/weekly studies suggest a recovery extension 

 Initial resistance is pegged at 0.673 (former key support) 

 Beyond opens major resistance at 0.902 (lower high/Fibonacci retracement/major falling trendline) 

 Former resistance turned support at 0.475 should limit near term corrective dips 

 Only below there would caution upside scope and threaten a return to the 0.407 higher low 
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